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Abstract
One of NPP’s systems providing safe operation is the system of emergency core cooling system (ECCS),

which primary function in accidents is to flood the nuclear reactor core and to assure the sub critical condition
and core cooling. At injection of cold water in reactor thermal stresses and thermal fatigue in the vessel cladding
and constructional materials are arise. Low temperature of the water injected in reactor is a reason of occurrence
of these undesirable consequences.

Some variants of the water heating in accumulators of ECCS are considered. Now at Ukrainian NPPs the
electrical heating in accumulators is used. Electrical heaters create the essential additional loading to diesel
generators at imposing of two accidents - the large break and losses of power supplies on own needs.

It is offered to use a heater in accumulators that working by a principle two-phase thermal siphon which
advantages is: small dimensions, small delay and design reliability. In such heat exchanger the heating medium
is a direct steam and the heated up medium is water with boric acid from accumulators of ECCS. Under
requirements of the service regulations of ECCS accumulators it is necessary to guarantee injected water heating
up to 90 °С in case of a small break and to 150 °С in case of the large break.

Results of calculations for different external diameters of a tube of thermal siphon which have allowed to
define the constructive sizes of heat exchanger, providing necessary conditions for required functioning of
passive part ECCS are submitted.

The calculation and analysis of operating modes of the changed circuit of passive part ECCS for various
accidents is carried out. The calculated pressure drop indicates that changes do not have essential influence on
system work as a whole. Thus, the submitted decision provides the increase of reliability of ECCS at small and
large breaks accidents, i. e. in all modes stipulated by the project.

1. INTRODUCTION
For safe work of NPP the systems providing its reliable functioning in any operational modes are

stipulated. One of such systems is the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), which primary goal – a
duly gulf of nuclear reactor core in an accident and support the transfer to subcritical state of reactor
with cooling of rector core. After actuation of ECCS passive part the boric acid solution from hydro
accumulators under pressure of a nitric pillow is injected to reactor and feeds the core from above or
from below, depending on a place of the primary circuit leakage.

The first projects of NPPs units had design in which the boric acid solution injects to reactor
without preliminary heating of injected water. The cold boric acid solution had feed to reactor
therefore the thermal fatigue loads in cladding layer of the rector vessel and constructional materials of
reactor are occurred.

Later the preliminary heating of boric acid solution has been offered. Some variants of this
problem solving are examined. One of the possible solutions is to use the steam-water ejector placed
on pipeline that connecting hydro accumulators and reactor, and the additional stand alone heat
exchanger to heat up of injected water.

Another variant that has been introduced into practice of solution is to use the electric heaters.
First the heaters were placed in the separately installed heat exchanger, and later their have placed in
volume of hydro accumulators. During the operation of ECCS passive part in standby mode the
electric heaters consume some power, continuously occupy some volume in hydro accumulators, and,
thus, reduce the volume of stored boric solution. Besides when the actuation of ECCS passive part will
be combine with a failure of reliable electric supply system of responsible consumers then it will lead
to the extra loading of diesel-generators.
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2. CLOSED TWO-PHASE THERMAL SIPHON DEVICE
The alternative variant of the described problem solution based on idea to use the additional heat

exchanger, which utilize the saturated steam from nuclear installation that available at any accident
leading to rector shutdown. It is suggested that mentioned heat exchanger is working by a principle of
closed two-phase thermal siphon (CTTS). Examples of such devices are known for a long time, but
their wide practical applications are start only during the last decades. CTTS devices have advantages
– small dimensions, small delay, high intensity of internal processes of heat mass transfer, self-
regulation, simplicity of manufacturing and reliability of operation.

The general circuit and hydrodynamic processes in two-phase system of CTTS device are
presented on Fig. 1. The design of the device can be divided along the height into two parts. In bottom
part of CTTS there is a dynamic tow-phase layer that consist of continuous liquid phase and discrete
steam phase.  There is no stable interface between the phases. In the top part of CTTS there is an area
of tow-phase system with counter flow movement of a continuous steam and continuous liquid phase.
Here the interface between the phases is rather stable. Circulation of the heat-carrier in CTTS device
(for example, water under pressure) is carried out due to action of gravitational forces. It is obviously
possible to create CTTS device in the form of a ring, thus regarding where there is a vapor
condensation of the heat-carrier (top part CTTS), vapor and a film of a condensate will move in same
direction. It will exclude the probable crisis phenomena having a place at opposite movement of the
vapor and a film of condensate.

Fig. 1. Hydrodynamic processes in tow-phase
system of CTTS device: a) single CTTS tube, b)
heat exchanger with CTTS tubes; 1, 2 – inlet/outlet
of heating steam, 3, 4 – zone of heat-carrier
vaporization/condensation, 5, 6 – inlet/outlet of
boric acid solution.

The basic circuit of pipelines connecting the heat exchangers with ECCS passive part is
represented on Fig. 2.

The operation instruction on ECCS passive part specifies that in normal operation mode the
temperature of a wall of ECCS hydro accumulator should not exceed 55 °C. This is indicates that
preliminary heating of a boric acid solution in hydro accumulator cannot exceed 55 °C. The heating is
provided due to convective circulation of a boric acid solution in a contour: hydro accumulator – heat
exchanger – hydro accumulator. The return of heated solution is carried out through a pipe branch of
hydro accumulator feeding.

The operation instruction prescribe that at the small break of primary circuit (SB LOCA), the
temperature of a boric acid solution injected in a reactor should be 90 °C, and at the large break (LB
LOCA) – 150 °C. The heating of a boric solution from 55 up to 90 or 150 °C can be provided in the
heat exchanger with CTTS.
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Fig. 2. The basic circuit of pipelines connecting the heat exchangers
with hydro accumulators 1 – reactor, 2 – ECCS hydro accumulator, 3
– CTTS heat exchanger, 4 – check valves, 5, 6, 7, 9 – quick-opening
valves, 8 – inlet of boric solution to heat exchanger, 10 – inlet of
heating steam, 11 – outlet of heating steam condensate, 12 – feed of
boric solution to hydro accumulator, 13 – feed and bleed of nitrogen,
14 – relief valve, 15 – outlet of steam-gas mixes to bubbling tank

At reception of heat from vapor the intermediate heat-carrier turn into a vapor in a zone of
vaporization and moves over the heat isolated zone to a zone of condensation. There it is condensing
and gives heat of phase transition to the solution flow which warmed up. The formed condensate
under action of forces of gravitation moves back to a zone of vaporization, closing process of
circulation of the intermediate heat-carrier inside CTTS. High heat transfer factors at boiling and
condensation of the intermediate heat-carrier cause high heat-transmitting properties of CTTS.

3. THE METHOD OF HEAT EXCHANGER THERMAL DESIGN
The quantity of steam is necessary for heating of boric acid solution, is determined on the basis of

the equations of material and thermal balance for heat exchanger. To calculate the heat transfer factors
in zones of vaporization and condensation (3, 4 on Fig. 1) it is necessary to calculate a factors of heat
transfer from heating medium to a boiling liquid and from condensed vapor to boric acid solution, and
for this purpose it is necessary to calculate factors heat transfer from these medium.

The calculation of vaporization zones was carried out by a technique and the formulas presented
in [1, 2, 4] with taking in account of critical value of specific thermal loading, resulting to blocking a
flowing down condensate film by the flowing up stream inside CTTS tube.

The method of CTTS heat exchanger calculation is based on calculation of heat loading of one
tube. At known total loading of heat exchanger and loading of one the amount of CTTS tubes in the
heat exchanger device can be determined.

Heat loading of one tube Q1 is defined under the equation

)( 211 ttKQ dt −= ,             (1)
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where 1t  – average temperature of the heating medium in zone 1, °С; 2t  – average temperature of the
heating medium in zone 2, °С; dtK  – factor of a heat transfer for CTTS tube, W/(m2⋅K);
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Here: 1211,αα  – factors of heat transform from the heating agent to wall of CTTS tube and from
wall to heat-carrier in zone 1, respectively, W/(m2⋅K);

2122 ,αα  – factors of heat transform from heat-carrier to wall of CTTS tube and from wall of
CTTS tube to the heated up agent, accordingly, W/(m2⋅K);

ww λδ /  – thermal resistance of a wall of CTTS tube, (m2⋅K)/W;

1211, FF  – surface of one CTTS tube in zone 1 and zone 2, accordingly, m2,

212111 , dLFdLF ππ == ;

21, LL  – length of CTTS tube in zone 1 and zone 2, accordingly, m.

The heat transfer factor on the part of heating steam (the condensation of stem on an external
surface of tube) was defined under the equation [1]:
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q – specific heat loading on surface of the heating steam condensation, W/m2;
ts – saturation temperature of steam, ° С;
r – specific heat of evaporation, J/kg;
λ′, ρ′, ν′ – heat conductivity factor, density, kinematical viscosity factor for the heating media

taken at ts.

    Inside CTTS tube in zone 1 the boiling of heat-carrier (for example, water under pressure) is
occurring. As  d/L1 < 0.02 in all variants considered by us it is possible to count that volume boiling [2]
takes place. For this case the factor α12 was defined under the equation [3]:
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    σ – surface tension coefficient, N/m
    All physical constants are determined at saturation temperature.
    qF – heat flax on an internal surface of CTTS tube, W/m2

.

    Inside CTTS tube the counterflow of vapor and a flowing down condensate takes place. An
ascending stream of vapor slows down a condensate film and at the certain modes the blocking a
flowing down film is occurring. Braking of a flowing down film reduces intensity of heat exchange,
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and blocking results in crisis that lead to a slug flow of boiling liquid. In [2] it is recommended to limit
the heat flax on an internal surface of a tube qF.
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     To prevention the crisis phenomena in CTTS it is necessary to fulfill a condition qF < qF
lm.

The heat transfer factor at condensation of the heat-carrier in CTTS tube (a zone 2) was determined
under recommendations [3].
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    Here  µк – dynamic viscosity coefficient, Pa/s;
    ρк, λк – are determined at average temperature of a condensate film ( )wsk ttt += 5.0 .
    The factor heat of transfer from a tube wall to a heated up liquid (boric acid solution) is determined
for a case of the cross-section flow of liquid in bundle of tubes [3].
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    λf – heat conductivity of a liquid (boric acid solution) at average temperature,
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    w – speed of a liquid in tube space cross-section, m/s;
    S1 – step of tubes in bundle, m.
    Having determined all values of heat transfer factors, it is possible to determine a values А1, А2 and
Q1.
    The temperature of boiling of the heat-carrier inside CTTS tube is determined on [2].
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    The required number of CTTS tubes at the set thermal capacity of heat exchanger Q can be defined
by the obtained value Q1.

                                                                             
1Q
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4. THE CALCULATIONS OF CTTS HEAT EXCHANGER
    At the small break and large break (SB and LB LOCA) the required boric acid solution mass flow
from the ECCS passive part is within the limits of 30 – 100 t/h. At the LB LOCA, down to the
maximal design-basis accident, the required boric acid solution mass flow will reach about 800 t/h.
These regime parameters also define the maximal thermal loading of CTTS heater.
    Various variants of a heater design have been considered, proceeding from heating a solution from
55 up to 150 °С at the mass flow 800 t/h. The example of the layout decision for such heater on basis
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CTTS tube is submitted on fig. 3.
    In the carried out series of calculations for definition of design data of heat exchanger the diameters
of CTTS tubes is vary in a range 8 … 24 mm. Completed preliminary calculations have shown, that at
the accepted conditions the overall dimensions of one only heat exchanger are no fit to the limits of
compartments. Therefore it is necessary to consider two heat exchangers each of which it is designed
for the mass flow 400 t/h.

Fig. 3. Design of CTTS heat exchanger of ECCS
passive part: 1 – inlet of heating steam; 2 – outlet of
heating steam condensate; 3 – inlet of boric acid
solution; 4 – outlet of heated up boric acid solution

    The results of CTTS heat exchanger calculations are submitted on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Tube diameter dt dependence of value D/H (1), V (2) and tubes number N (3)

    In all submitted calculations there is no hydrodynamic instability of movement of a flowing down a
condensate film inside CTTS tubes.
    At small diameters of CTTS tubes the heat exchanger devices have exaggerate diameter which are
larger then height of heat exchanger (a lot of tubes in bundle). This circumstance complicates the
placement of such heat exchanger devices in compartments of ECCS passive part.
    For check of operating conditions  of CTTS heat exchanger in various operational modes the variant
of design with a diameter 2.0 m and height 2.5 m has been chosen that is fit to the sizes of a
compartments where the regular heat exchangers with electro heaters are placed.
    Under these conditions diameter of CTTS tubes makes 20х1.5 mm, number of tubes is equal N =
2250, the relative step between the tubes in cross-section for a heated flow makes S/dt = 1.9 and
number of pass Z = 4.
    The heating of a boric acid solution from 20 up to 55 °C is undertakes by one heat exchanger due to
natural circulation in the closed between ECCS hydro accumulators and heat exchanger. This is
assisted not only by a difference of density of a solution in "hot" and "cold" branches of a circuit, but
also by a level difference between hydro accumulators and heat exchanger that makes about 5 m. The
constant natural circulation prevents the falls of crystals of a boric acid on the bottom of hydro
accumulator.
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    At LB LOCA the required mass flow of a boric acid solution makes about 800 t/h and it is heating
up to 150 °С. In this case two heat exchangers are enabled. Hydraulic resistance of a pass from hydro
accumulator up to reactor will decrease on 20–22 % in comparison with regular heaters that will not
disturb an operating mode of ECCS passive part. At smaller mass flow (medium and small break –
MB and SB LOCA) the hydraulic resistance of CTTS heat exchangers will be even less then in regular
one.
    At SB and MB LOCA the mass flow of a boric acid solution is vary from 30 up to 100 t/h. Testing
calculations CTTS heat exchangers (one heat exchangers are enabled) have shown, that the value of
heating of solution can be adjusted by inlet pressure of heating steam.
The results of testing calculations of CTTS heat exchanger in a range of mass flow of a boric acid
solution 30 – 100 t/h and heating from 55 up to 90 °C are submitted on fig. 5. It is shown, that at any
necessary mass flow of a boric acid solution it is possible to maintain the set outlet temperature of a
solution (90 °C).

Fig. 5. Mass flow dependence of outlet temperature of a boric acid
solution at steam pressure: 1 – Рs = 0.15 MPa;   2 – Рs = 0.125 MPa;   3 –
Рs = 0.10 MPa

5. CONCLUSION
    To guarantee the normal operation of ECCS passive part in all operational modes it is necessary to
use two CTTS heat exchangers in parallel.
    At normal operation, SB and MB LOCA only one CTTS heat exchanger is enabled, but at LB
LOCA two heat exchangers are enabled.
    Hydraulic resistance of CTTS heat exchangers is comparable to hydraulic resistance of regular heat
exchangers with electro heaters.
    ECCS passive part with CTTS heat exchangers ensures the operation of plant in all modes
stipulated by the project.
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